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ABSTRACT: The NIST Construction Metrology and Automation Group, in cooperation with
the NIST Intelligent Systems Division, is researching robotic structural steel placement as part of
a project to develop an Automated Steel Construction Testbed. This project was initiated in
response to industry requests for advanced tools and methodologies to speed the erection of steel
structures while maintaining or enhancing standards for worker safety and facility reliability.
This initial effort integrates and extends prior NIST research in robotic crane employment, teleoperated steel beam placement, laser-based site metrology, construction component tracking, and
web-enabled 3-D visualization.
construction automation, path planning, robotics, VRML, 3-D coordinate
measurement systems
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The American Institute of Steel Construction has
expressed a need for a 25 % reduction in time to
erect steel structures. In response to this request,
the
NIST
Construction
Metrology and
Automation Group (CMAG) is developing a
robotic structural steel placement system for the
testing and validation of advanced tools,
methodologies, and standards for automated steel
construction. This effort, the first phase of
CMAG’s Automated Steel Construction Testbed
(ASCT) project, extends prior NIST research in
construction component tracking [1] and real-time
construction metrology [2].
The work also
extends prior efforts in tele-operated steel beam
placement [3] to include autonomous control of a
six degree-of-freedom (DOF) robotic crane.
The base platform is the NIST RoboCrane, which
is an inverted Stewart platform parallel link
manipulator [4]. RoboCrane’s Real-Time Control
System (RCS) is augmented with absolute
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cartesian position feedback from a laser-based site
measurement system (SMS) for trajectory
planning and dynamic control.
Robot and
construction component position data is displayed
in a virtual world model of the steel placement
operation for supervisory review and control.
The steel structure to be assembled consists of a
beam and two columns connected with the
ATLSS3 quick connector. The ATLSS, developed
at Lehigh University [5], was chosen because it
requires no bolting or welding.
This paper will discuss the concept, current
development and future implementation of the
robotic structural steel placement system.
2.0 OPERATIONAL CONCEPT
Four laser transmitters are positioned on the site
perimeter to illuminate the work volume of
RoboCrane with reference beams (Figure 1). A
field worker using the SMS digitizing wand then
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creates a digital model of the construction plane
including any obstacles.

The version of RoboCrane used in this project is
the Tetrahedral Robotic Apparatus (TETRA). In
the TETRA configuration, all winches, amplifiers,
and motor controllers are located on the moveable
platform. The upper triangle only provides the
three tie points for the TETRA cables, allowing
the device to be retrofitted to existing overhead
lift mechanisms.

This world model is then updated with the
positions of the as-built structure and the target
beam by the field worker through a process of
automatic part identification (barcode), part model
database access, and part fiducial point
measurement (Figure 2). The current pose of
RoboCrane is measured from onboard SMS
sensors, and the path planner calculates the
required transformations for beam pickup and
delivery.
RoboCrane then executes the
movements (Figure 3).
The world model,
including dynamic tracking of RoboCrane, is
displayed to an operator through a visualization
system based on the Virtual Reality Modeling
Language (VRML).

2.2 Site Measurement System
The SMS uses commercially available positioning
technology (3D-I) produced by Arc Second, Inc.
in the Constellation and Vulcan product families3.
(3D-I, Constellation and Vulcan are registered
trademarks of Arc Second, Inc.) These systems
use stationary, active-beacon laser transmitters
and mobile receivers to provide millimeter-level
position data.

3.0 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
2.2.1 SMS Description
The current configuration of the Automated Steel
Construction Testbed has five primary
components. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Both Constellation and Vulcan systems use eyesafe laser transmitters to triangulate the position
of a tuned optical detector. Each transmitter emits
two rotating, fanned laser beams and a timing
pulse. Elevation is calculated from the time
difference between fan strikes.
Azimuth is
referenced from the timing pulse. The field of
view of each transmitter is approximately 290° in
azimuth and +/- 30° in elevation/declination. The
recommended minimum and maximum operating
ranges from each transmitter are 5 m and 50 m,
respectively.

RoboCrane
Site Measurement System
Component Tracking System
High-level ASCT Controller
Visualization System

2.1 RoboCrane
RoboCrane is an innovative, cable-driven,
manipulator invented by the NIST Intelligent
Systems Division (ISD) and further developed and
adapted for specialized applications over a period
of several years [6,7,8]. The basic RoboCrane is
an inverted Stewart platform parallel-link
manipulator with cables and winches serving as
the links and actuators, respectively.
The
moveable platform, or “lower triangle,” is
kinematically constrained by maintaining tension
in all six cables that terminate in pairs at the
vertices of an “upper triangle” formed by the
cable support points. This arrangement provides
improved load stability over traditional lift
systems and enables 6 DOF payload control.

Line-of-sight to at least two transmitters must be
maintained to calculate position.
The
Constellation receivers each track up to four
transmitters and wirelessly transmit timing
information to a base computer for position
calculation.
The Vulcan system is a selfcontained digitizing tool with two optical
receivers on a rigid pole. A vector projection
along the line formed by the two optical detectors
allows 3-D measurement of the tool tip. Vulcan
can track only two transmitters at one time;
however, the transmitter selection can be
manually switched between any of the four
available. Recovery of positional data following
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momentary signal blockage takes approximately
one second.

construction component tracking for several
years.
NIST developed the “Comp-TRAK”
system,
which
combines
field-wearable
computing, automatic identification (barcode and
RFID), laser metrology, wireless database access,
and VRML-based 3-D model visualization to
enable tracking of discreet components on a
construction site. The feasibility of such a system
was shown during a study tracking delivery and
final placement of structural steel members on a
NIST construction project [13]. During this
study, the Comp-TRAK system was successfully
used to identify components, remotely access
component library data, guide the field user in
measuring current part location, and remotely
update a project management database with part
data including location within the site coordinate
frame.

2.2.2 Prior 3D-I / Mobile Robot Integration
Early efforts to use 3D-I laser technology for
mobile robot navigation showed that although the
system was capable of guiding a mobile robot [9],
its use was restricted due to loss of track at
relatively low vehicle speeds [10]. Upgrades to
the positioning technology continued and a
successful combination of indoor 2-D map
creation and autonomous navigation was
demonstrated in a research project at the
Rochester Institute of Technology [11].
Subsequently, a single receiver Constellation
system was installed on an autonomous lawn
mower at the Carnegie Mellon University Field
Robotics Center and provided positional reference
in a large outdoor setting [12].

Elements of Comp-TRAK will be used in the
robotic structural steel placement system to locate
randomly-placed target components and update
the world model through the following sequence:

2.2.3 The SMS on RoboCrane
Three SMS receivers are mounted on RoboCrane
at the vertices of the lower triangle (see Figure 4).
The receiver locations are registered to the
manipulator during the initial setup process in the
local SMS coordinate frame. For convenience, all
measurements are calculated in the local SMS
coordinate frame, though if required, mapping to
an existing world coordinate frame could be
accomplished.
Receiver timing signals and
diagnostic data are wirelessly transmitted to a
base station computer running Arc Second’s
proprietary position
calculation
software.
Position and SMS diagnostic information are
polled at approximately 7 Hz using a NISTdeveloped data communications application.
Position data from the three receivers is used to
calculate RoboCrane’s pose (position and
orientation). Diagnostic data such as number of
visible transmitters, excess signal noise or
multipath reflections is also provided for each
position calculation and is used to assess the
quality of individual position fixes.

(a) The field user identifies the component.
(b) The component library is accessed and a
model is displayed with specified
measurement points (fiducial points).
(c) The field user measures observable
fiducial points with the SMS digitizing
wand.
(d) The component position and orientation
is calculated and transferred to the world
model.
2.4 High-level ASCT Controller
A high-level ASCT controller will provide the
following task and data management functions for
the overall system:
•
•
•
•

2.3 Component Tracking System

Goal state management
World model maintenance
Navigation
RoboCrane controller interface

The master goal of “pick and place steel beam” is
divided into various sub-goals by the ASCT
controller. These sub-goals define various states

The NIST Construction Metrology and
Automation Group has conducted research in
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RoboCrane must achieve to execute the overall
task. Examples include (1) maneuver to proper
gripper orientation, (2) lower gripper onto beam,
(3) grasp beam, (4) maneuver to pre-dock
position, and (5) dock beam.

Java applet using the External Authoring Interface
browser extension.
This provides a nonproprietary, open standard, low-bandwidth
method of displaying a 3-D representation of
robot operations within the work site.

The existence and locations of components of
interest are maintained in the ASCT world model.
Data to update the world model are provided
either by the component tracking system or by
tracking RoboCrane’s pose when the crane is
carrying an object.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS
This project will demonstrate autonomous steel
structure assembly (pick and place) using a
robotic crane and a laser-based SMS. A digital
model of the work site is created with the SMS
and then the same measurement system is used for
closed loop feedback to precisely control the pose
of the steel components during assembly.

RoboCrane’s pose within this world model will be
estimated through Kalman filtering of both the
SMS position fixes and the RCS position
estimates derived from winch encoder feedback.
Based on world model component locations,
RoboCrane’s pose, and volume operating limits, a
series of waypoints will be calculated for each
goal state. The required platform transformations
for the state changes and corresponding cartesian
velocity commands (Translation: x, y, z; Rotation:
roll, pitch, yaw) are calculated and sent to the
RoboCrane controller via a communications
interface. The RoboCrane controller, a version of
the NIST Real-time Control System implemented
by ATR (Advanced Technology & Research
Corporation)3, then converts the cartesian velocity
commands to winch controller input to execute
the desired movement. Closed-loop position
feedback from the SMS position fix enables
periodic modification of the path by the ASCT
controller until the desired goal state is reached.

4.0 FUTURE WORK
Although this work will demonstrate the ability to
perform autonomous steel beam pick and place, it
will do so in a fairly structured environment that
remains static after initial measurement. The
measurement process itself, although simple, still
requires a human operator within the site to
provide the initial digital model. There are
currently no sensors, external or on-board
RoboCrane, which would enable any reaction to
dynamic changes within the work site without
human intervention.
CMAG is currently researching automatic scene
meshing and object recognition using highresolution LADAR (laser detection and ranging)
systems. In future work, LADAR and/or standard
optical imaging systems will be used to develop
and maintain the world model as well as provide
obstacle avoidance and docking support. The use
of the SMS technology to provide autonomous
control of cable suspended robots will also be
studied for other applications such as aircraft
maintenance and shipbuilding. As additional
sensing systems are employed, the SMS
technology will also be used to study the
performance
metrics
of
other
tracking
technologies. The ASCT treats sensor input in a
modular fashion; thus, future versions could use
other positioning technologies such as phase
differential GPS in certain applications to replace
the present laser-based SMS.

2.5 Visualization System
A VRML-based 3-D visualization system will
also be used to provide remote visual feedback to
an operator or supervisor. Elements of the world
model – the construction plane, RoboCrane, and
the target components – will be modeled in
VRML 97 [14] and displayed within a browser
environment giving an observer 3-D “fly-through”
review capability. A socket connection between
the ASCT controller and the VRML environment
will provide pose updates for RoboCrane,
components being moved, and other elements of
interest. The VRML object models within the
visualization system will then be repositioned by a
4
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Figure 1: Graphic denoting the illumination of
the work site with the SMS.
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Figure 2: Graphic denoting measurement of
component locations with the SMS
digitizing wand.

Figure 3: Graphic denoting steel beam
placement with RoboCrane.

Figure 4: Photograph of RoboCrane with the SMS.
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